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Introduction  
 
Hello and welcome to description of our intended changes to the school board 
elections Regulations. This document will help you understand our proposal and 
invites your feedback.  
 
Boards of kura and schools play a significant role in the educational achievement and 
wellbeing of ākonga/learners. Parents, staff, and students in years 9 and above elect 
representatives to their kura or school’s board.  
 
Currently, school board elections mostly use the postal system and paper forms. But 
we know that the current process doesn’t work well for everyone, so we are enabling 
elections to happen electronically.  
 
Schools will be able to choose whether to hold their election through the current 
paper process or an electronic process. We expect they will think about a range of 
factors when making their decision, including which process their parents, staff and 
students want to use. Schools choosing an electronic process will still have to 
provide a paper alternative for voters who cannot or will not vote electronically. 
 
What are electronic elections? 
 
Electronic elections come in a variety of forms and are used for a wide range of 
elections, including some iwi elections and some corporate elections. We expect the 
main way electronic school board elections will take place will be by using the 
internet with personalised access, so voters can participate using their phone or 
computer.  
 
The Regulations are designed to enable electronic elections that are safe, secure, 
accessible and verifiable. In particular, they seek to ensure that electronic elections 
are safe from malicious activity (like hacking) or accidents (like revealing who you 
voted for).  For this reason, platforms like SurveyMonkey, will not be allowed for 
parent and staff elections.  
 
 
Why are we doing this? 
 
We have heard that voters, schools and returning officers want and expect to have 
electronic elections. We also know that some schools are already doing elections 
electronically in part or in whole. You will be able to participate in electronic elections 
in the five languages currently used for paper voting – Te Reo Māori, Simplified 
Chinese, Samoan, Tongan and English. Further languages can be arranged if 
required.  
 
The next board elections are in September 2022. We are working to enable the 
option to have an electronic election in time for them. 
 
What are the changes to the Regulations? 



 
How school elections happen is set out in the Education (Board Election) Regulations 
2000. These Regulations can be quite technical but essentially just explain what 
needs to happen in the elections.  
 
The regulations currently say that elections have to happen using paper processes. 
We are changing this to allow elections to happen electronically, while adding in 
some requirements to ensure that electronic elections are safe and run properly.  
 
We are also making some other changes to the regulations so that elections can 
happen more smoothly.  
 
Key proposed changes 
 
Key change:  

The Regulations set technical and process standards to ensure electronic elections 
are safe, secure and can be scrutinised. 

These standards will tell schools and returning officers what they have to do to hold an 
election electronically.  

Why:  

Board elections are an important democratic process in Aotearoa.  These standards 
are required so that electronic elections will be run properly. Elections need to be:  

• safe,  

• secure,  

• secret,  

• auditable (can be checked) and  

• able to be validated (confirmed as correct).  

These standards will be set to ensure that the elections meet the expectations that 
voters, schools and the Ministry have for electronic elections.   

How to see it in the regulations:  

Section 13 sets out the technical and process standards. 

Question: 

Do you agree that these technical and process standards are appropriate for electronic 
elections? Are there any standards that you would change or add? 

 

Key change:  



The Regulations establish an accreditation scheme to accredit providers of electronic 
elections. An accreditation scheme gives a stamp of approval. Under this scheme, the 
Ministry will check potential providers can deliver safe and accessible services. 

Why:  

Accrediting providers lets the Ministry of Education assess the providers and then 
indicate which providers meet the required technical and process standards. This is 
intended to help schools by checking for them, so they do not have to spend time and 
money checking for themselves.  

How to see it in the regulations:  

Section 9 sets out the Ministry’s power to establish an accreditation scheme.  

The details of the accreditation scheme will be published on the Ministry’s website 
Question:  

What do you think the accreditation scheme should take into account when accrediting 
providers of electronic elections? Can you see any issues with requiring accredited 
providers to help run electronic elections? 

 

Key change:  

The Regulations require that only accredited providers can be used to provide 
electronic services for parent and staff elections but that they don’t need to be used for 
student elections. 

Why: 

Requiring an accredited provider is important for parent elections to ensure that these 
meet the required standards. Many schools may not be able to meet these standards 
by themselves, so an accredited provider can help them to hold their elections. 

Providers will be able to be either the returning officer for the election, meaning they 
will do the whole election process for the school, or to provide electronic services to a 
returning officer chosen by the school. 

Student elections are different in practice from parent elections and requiring an 
accredited provider may be an unreasonable burden on schools. Schools can choose 
to use an accredited provider for student elections, but don’t have to.   

Staff elections are aligned with parent elections in the triennial elections, so it makes 
sense to have the same requirement for staff and parent elections.  

How to see it in the regulations:  

Section 8(1) sets out that the requirement to use an accredited provider only applies 
to parent and staff elections 

Question:  

Can you see any issues with how this requirement is set out in the Regulations? 



 

Key change:  

The Regulations to require paper alternatives be available for voters, even in electronic 
elections. 

Why:  

This is important to ensure that anyone who wants to participate in the election can do 
so. Some schools choosing to have electronic elections will have voters who cannot 
or do not want to participate electronically.  

Everyone’s vote matters so we want voting to be as accessible and inclusive as 
possible.   

It’s important to remember that schools can choose to continue to do paper elections. 

How to see it in the regulations:  

Section 6(2) sets out that paper alternatives must be available. 

Question:  

Can you see any issues with how this requirement is set out in the Regulations? 

 

Key change:  

The Regulations allow the counting of votes in an electronic election to occur without 
scrutineers.  

Why:  

This is a small change to ensure that electronic elections can happen without someone 
having to be there to watch. Currently, scrutineers must be present to observe the 
counting of the vote. Under an electronic election, this may not be possible or practical 
because a computer would do it almost instantly. Instead, scrutineers will be able to 
do their own count of the electronic votes separately so they can make sure the 
numbers add up. 

How to see it in the regulations:  

Section 27 sets out the provisions related to scrutineers.  

Question:  

Do you have any comment on scrutineering requirements for electronic elections? 

 

Key change:  

The Regulations remove the long (83 day) election timetable as an option for board 
elections.  



Why:  

The long election timetable was introduced to give schools extra time to hold postal 
elections, if necessary, because of the changing postal service.  

Only two schools use the long timetable, and one has already told us they want to use 
the short (63 day) timetable because the long timetable is too long.  

Because it is too long and not needed, we are removing it.  

How to see it in the regulations:  

The long timetable is no longer in the regulations  

 

Key change:  

The Regulations amend the short election timetable by shortening the nomination 
period by two days to give returning officers a bit more time to prepare for voting. 

Why:  

During consultation, we heard that the busiest time for returning officers is the period 
between nominations and voting where they need to prepare and send out the voting 
forms.  

This can take quite a lot of time and effort to do in only a few days, especially if the 
returning officer is managing more than one election.  

We’re giving returning officers an extra two days for this process by shortening the 
nominations period. We think the shortened nominations period is still long enough for 
the nominations process to take place. 

How to see it in the regulations:  

Schedule 2 sets out the timetable for the short election timetable. The short timetable 
has been renamed the parent and staff timetable because the proposed timetable 
changes mean this description is no longer accurate.   

Question:  

Do you agree that the nominations period is still long enough?  

Are there any other changes you think should be made to the timetable? 

 

Key change:  

The Regulations introduce a shorter timetable for student representative elections and 
staff by-elections.  

Why:  



We heard during consultation that student and staff by-elections should be held on a 
shorter timetable than parent and staff elections, especially because student and staff 
by-elections do not need to use the postal system.  

The Regulations propose a month-long timetable for these elections. This would still 
be with enough time to consider nominating and to consider who to vote for. 

How to see it in the regulations:  

Schedule 3 sets out the proposed timetable for student and staff by-elections 

Question:  

Do you think the proposed new timetable gives enough time for each step of the 
process? Are there any changes you would make to the timetable? 

 

Providing feedback 

Purpose of feedback  

Thanks for reading this far. Your feedback will enable us to make any necessary 
wording changes to school board elections Regulations. 

Please be assured that any feedback you provide will be confidential to those involved 
in analysing the consultation data. We will not identify any individuals in the final 
analysis and report writing unless you expressly give permission for this. However, 
submissions, including submitters’ names, and documents associated with the 
consultation process may be subject to an Official Information Act 1982 request.  

 

How to provide feedback  

Submissions close on Friday 18 March 2022. You can make a submission by filling out 
the form online at consultation.education.govt.nz, emailing us at 
legislation.consultation@education.govt.nz, or write to:  

Education Consultation  
Ministry of Education  
PO Box 1666  
Wellington 6140  
New Zealand  
 
If you have any questions about making a submission, or would like more information, 
please email legislation.consultation@education.govt.nz.  

 

Further information 

You can read the draft regulations on conversation.education.govt.nz and the 
proactively released Cabinet paper on education.govt.nz. 
 

mailto:legislation.consultation@education.govt.nz


Q+As and information about upcoming Webinars are also available on 
education.govt.nz  
 
 
Thank you, and best wishes.  


